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MHE Operator is performing cycle count inspections on CBR equipment and 
masks. Ensuring all inspected items are physically and digitally available within 
the WMS or other related locations. Ensuring all CBR equipment, masks or other 
job related equipment discrepancies are recorded, corrected and reported to the 
Team Lead.

JULY 2010 – MARCH 2014
MHE OPERATOR - ABC CORPORATION

 Picked and processed pick/pack, speed picks and ready ship product using a 
hanging QC station or portable RF scanner, including placing non-conveyor able 
product in designated areas for pick up.

 Maintained conveyor flow by keeping the conveyors and sensors clear.
 Packed boxes using bubbles or other packing material to ensure a secure 

shipment.
 Inspected boxes and product for visible damage before shipment, including 

ensuring proper size and fit and correct if necessary, including inspecting fragile
items for proper over-packing with bubble bags.

 Manually loaded trailers in freight area while correctly verifying and matching 
shipping labels to carrier trucks.

 Facilitated stocking of all inbound merchandise and all re-stock from other 
departments.

 Replenished bin locations as well as rotate and consolidate products.

2006 – 2010
MHE OPERATOR - DELTA CORPORATION

 Put away with order picker and reach truck Lean replenishment and wave tasks 
Use Arm Scanner for everyday tasks.

 Restock and fill orders of customers request.
 Driving Forklift Maintaining a safe work environment Insuring product gets 

placed and shipped properly Stock shelfs with hand held computer.
 Drive reach truck, load and unload trucks along with pulling orders for same day

shipping.
 Certified on forklift, reach truck, pallet jack, scrubber and order picker First 

responder and Safety Committee.
 Palletizer, sort merchandise on pallets opened and closed pallets using scanner.
 Material Handling equipment operator, move pallets with merchandise from 

receiving and processing to outbound using electric pallet jack and stand up .
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EDUCATION

GED

SKILLS

Team Lead, Reporting.
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